Ascension

Backstory

6 princes fighting it out to determine who is next in line to be emperor.
Each prince has different physical and mental attributes that can
either give them an advantage or hinder them in their quest for
the throne. In addition, each prince lives different distances from
the palace, therefore they will have different allies to bolster their
forces.

Components

There are 5 decks of cards in the game
6 character cards (character deck)
6 secret bond cards (secret bond deck)
42 resource cards (resource deck)
32 event cards (event deck)
10 wife cards (wife deck)
A map for the game.
2 dices.

System of the game

The game officially ends when one of the prince gets the throne.
There are three situations of ending the game:
1.
The king is killed, either by assassination or poison.
2.
Event cards runs out.
3.
Mutiny: any player can declare a mutiny after the 5th turn.
If
one player (includes his allies)’s army power is greater than those all the opposing players, the mutiny successes and all
the opposing players die, then the game officially ends with he wins
the throne. Otherwise the player who declares the mutiny and his 		
allies die, the game continues. If ties, nothing happens and game 		
continues.

Points Counting

At the end of the game, all the living players count the points that
they’ve collected during the game and the one who collects the
highest points wins the game.

A Quick way to set the game

1.
Shuffle the character cards and deal one to each player.
And shuffle secret bond cards, event cards, resource cards and wife
cards separately.
2.
Players put their cards down follow the picture shown below.

3.
First three positions count from left locate inside of the
palace and the rest three locate outside of palace as the picture
shown. How many cards a player can draw per turn depends on his
current position.
Since the palace is rich in supplies, those who live in the palace
can draw 2 cards per turn while those who live in the outer cities
can only draw 1.

Since the palace is rich in supplies, those who live in the palace
can draw 2 cards per turn while those who live in the outer cities
can only draw 1.
4.
Once all the players put their cards down, shuffle the Secret
bond cards and deal one of each to each player. (these must be kept
secret from other players).
If you support yourself, you can get double victory points by winning the throne.
Once the player you support wins the throne, you can get victory
points indicates on secret bond card.
5.
Once a player dies, all the players after him would move one
position closer to the king.

Actions

CARD DRAWING SECTION
The turn order goes from the one closest to the throne to the one
farthest to the throne. Each turn, players draw cards first by their
current location orders. The people who locate inside of palace
draw 2 cards per turn and other three locate outside of the palace
draw 1 card per turn. Each player may draw cards from event and
resource card piles, but one player can only draw 1 event card at his
turn. (ex: the player at the first position can draw 2 cards, in this
sense, he can draw 1 event card and 1 resource card or 2 resource
cards depending on what he needs.)
CARD PUTTING AND TRADING SECTION
After everybody finishes drawing cards, the first player
could
begin his action. And every player has to decide if he or she wants
to use the card right away or keep them in hands. Players can also
choose to trade their cards with adjacent players as many times as
they like. But at least one card on each side of the trade is required.
Trade could only
happen before event section.
The using of resource cards is unlimited, players can use resource cards whenever they need. (ex: elixir can be used right away

if someone gets poisoned. )but each player cannot use more than
one event card at his turn.
EVENTS SECTION
If you want to make the event happens at the end of the
turn, you have to put it face down in order to keep it secret from
other players. Once the event card being displayed on the table, it
cannot be removed or traded. There should be at least one event
happens per turn, or the coronation would happen immediately,
and game ends.
After all the alive players finish their actions, shuffle the face
down event cards and flip them over one by one to see what happen
this turn. The event happens only if the previous one ends.
GO BACK TO CARD DRAWING SECTION TILL THE EVENTS
CARDS RUN OUT.

Types of Cards
all the cards are not reuseable
Event cards:

The most fun and important component of the game, which help
unfold the whole story.
Event cards include: (X32)
1.
Assassination: You can assassinate a character on the certain position. (The game ends if the king was assassinated.) can be
stopped by displaying a guard card or 6th prince’s protection.
Each assassination card counts one time of assassination
and can be used on the same person. Once being used, no matter
successful or failed, the card has to be discarded and can not be put
back to the event card deck. X14 (two for each position includes
the KING)

2.
Dispatch: You can dispatch the character on the certain
position in the direction shown on the cards.
The character himself rolls a dice to decide how many
spaces he has to move up or down.
If the points he rolls is 1 or 2, he moves 1 space; if it’s 3 or
4, he moves 2 spaces; if it’s 5 or 6, he moves 3 spaces. All other
players whose positions are equal or less than the value rolled have
their positions decreased by 1. (X12)
Dispatch Up

Player who is currently on position 5 rolls a die and reduces
position to the value rolled. All other players whose positions
are equal or greater than the value rolled have their positions
increased by 1.

Dispatch Down

Player who is currently on position 4 rolls a die and increases
position to the value rolled. All other players whose positions
are equal or less than the value rolled have their positions
decreased by 1.

2.
Baby shower: Everyone who has a wife or more will get
a baby. Roll dice to decide how much responsibility will the baby
takes for the family, only responsible baby counts as victory points.
One player can only have one baby during the game play.
For 1st and 2nd princes, roll 2 dices and see, their baby

woule be
responsible if they roll higher than 8.
For 3rd and 4th princes, they only need to roll 1 dice and
add 6 to the number they rolled, as their babies will always be
responsible, they get points as many as the sum.
For 5th and 6th princes, roll 2 dices and see, baby only be
responsible when they roll higher than 6.
(X2)

4. Marriage: Lascivious Ardor (2nd prince) rolls a dice to decide
how many wives in total to be drawn from the wife deck. And
Ardor picks his wife first, then players marry based on positions.
Each player can have more than one wives. Wivies also count as
points according to the cards. (X2)

5. Spoils of War: Prince who uses this card, no matter where his
location is, draws 3 additional cards, and princes who live off the palace can draw 2 additional cards.
(X2)

Resource cards:
They are pretty important since the final winner counts
victory points bases on resources and some of resource cards may
save your life!
						
(X42)

1.
Supporter: you can get certain number of victory points
according to the cards. Range from 1-4 points each.		
X12

2.
Army: you can get certain number of victory points
according to the cards.Range from 1-4 points each.		
X12

3.
Poison: you can use it to kill an adjacent player includes the
king if he is adjacent to you. And the player who is being poisoned
can only be save by elixir, or he would die immediately.
X3

4.
Elixir: can save a person from poisoning. There is no range
limitation for it.
				
X3

5.

Treasury: counts as victory points. Range from 1-3 X6

6.
Guards: you can protect a player include the king once if
they are assassinated. 					
X6

Wife cards:
Indicates how many victory points you could get. Range from 1-4.		
									
X10

Character cards (x6)
Greedy Denarius, The Eldest Prince
Very handsome, loves money, but he is not very smart.
--His money points count double.
--when rolling to decide his kid’s attributes, he must roll a 9 or
higher or his kid is irresponsible (no points).
--Gets 3 points if wins the throne.
Greedy Denarius
The Eldest Prince

Very handsome, loves money, but he is not
very smart.
--His money points count double.
--when rolling to decide his kid’s attributes,
he must roll a 9 or higher or his kid is
irresponsible.
--Gets 3 points if wins the throne.

Lascivious Ardor, The Second Prince
The most handsome, lecherous, but not very smart.
--No matter where he is in the standings, he gets to pick his wife
first.
--His wife points count double.
--when rolling to decide his kid’s attributes, he must roll a 9 or
higher or his kid is irresponsible. (no points)
--Gets 4 points if wins the throne.
Lascivious Ardor
The Second Prince

The most handsome, lecherous, but not
very smart.
--No matter where he is in the standings, he
gets to pick his wife first.
--His wife points count double.
--when rolling to decide his kid’s attributes,
he must roll a 9 or higher or his kid is
irresponsible.
--Gets 4 points if wins the throne

Popular Ventus, The Third Prince
Extremely smart, charismatic, a lot of ministers admire him.
--His supporters’ point count double
--when rolling to decide his kid’s attributes, he only rolls 1 dice and
adds 6 to the value
Popular Ventus
--Gets 5 points if wins the throne.
The Third Prince

Extremely smart, charismatic, a lot of ministers admire him.
--His supporters’ point count double.
--when rolling to decide his kid’s attributes, he
only rolls 1 dice and adds 6 to the value.
--Gets 5 points if wins the throne.

Foreseer Gnaritas, The Fourth Prince
Very smart, social, he have friends from both inside and outside the
palace.
--At his turn he can draw 5 cards from the same deck and select 1
out of 5 (if he lives in palace then he picks 2 out of 5), and he has to
put the
unselected 4 back to the bottom of the deck he picked from. He
can’t pick more than 1 event card at his turn also.
--when rolling to decide his kid’s attributes, he rolls only 1 dice and
adds 6 to the value
--Gets 6 points if wins the throne.
Foreseer Gnaritas
The Fourth Prince

Very smart, social, he have friends from both
inside and outside the palace.
--At his turn he can draw 5 cards from the
same deck and select 1 out of 5, and he has to
put the unselected 4 back to the bottom of the
deck he picked from.
--when rolling to decide his kid’s attributes, he
rolls only 1 dice and adds 6 to the value.
--Gets 6 points if wins the throne.

Enduring Vitae, The Fifth Prince
A great defender of the country, extremely good at fighting, he is
hard to be killed.
--He can avoid an assassination per turn, and when he was
successfully assassinated or poisoned, he could still alive for 5 turns.
--His armed forces point count as double
--To begin with he has a 1-point of armed forces (don’t count into
victory point)
--Gets 7 points if wins the throne

Enduring Vitae
The Fifth Prince

A great defender of the country, extremely
good at fighting, he is hard to be killed.
--He can avoid an assassination per turn,
and when he was successfully assassinated or
poisoned, he could still alive for 5 turns.
--His armed forces point count as double
--To begin with he has a 1 point of armed
forces (don’t count into victory point)
--Gets 7 points if wins the throne.

General Ensis, The Youngest Prince
Cunning, great conqueror, he is very careful against assassinations
--He can avoid an assassination per turn, and he can choose to
guard one person per turn.
--his armed forces point count as double.
--To begin with he has a certain point of armed forces.
--Gets 8 points if wins the throne.
General Ensis
The Sixth Prince

Cunning, great conqueror, he is very careful
against assassinations
--He can avoid an assassination per turn, and
he can choose to guard one person per turn.
--his armed forces point count as double.
--To begin with he has 1 point of armed
forces.(don’t count into victory point)
--Gets 8 points if wins the throne.

Secret Bond (X6)
You will get a secret bond card at the beginning of the
game, but you have to keep it secret from all the other players. You
will get the points on who you support if he win the throne.
Despite the fact that they may live in different locations
now, they all grew up together in the palace. Knowing each other
quite well, each prince has a person in mind that he thinks is most
suitable to be king. Each prince wants himself to be as happy as
possible and live the life he dreams, whether it is to be the richest,
have the most military might, or even being king.
Using abilities, resources, and ability to deal with events,
the princes will come into conflict with each other and try to
become as happy as possible. By rallying support from generals,
ministers, and other princes, the princes will be able to shift the
balance of power.
Greedy Denarius

Enduring Vitae

The Eldest Prince

Secret Bond With Greedy Denarius, the Eldest
Prince. You will get 3 points if he successfully
get the throne.

The Fifth Prince

Secret Bond With Foreseer Gnaritas, the
Fourth Prince. You will get 6 points if he
successfully get the throne.

Secret Bond With Enduring Vitae, the Fifth
Prince. You will get 7 points if he successfully
get the throne.
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